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Abstract - The concept of home automation is gaining
5,6Professor,

popularity and it helps the elder people who living alone.
Many home automation systems for elder care use different
technologies. In this work, a Voice Activated system is
developed such that the elders can control the electrical
appliances by their voice without any difficulty. Ardunio Uno,
HC-05 Bluetooth module and Smart phone with voice control
application are the main components of this system. To
control home appliance, the elders has to just tell “turn on
light”, “turn off light”, “turn on fan” and “turn off fan” towards
the microphone in the voice control app loaded in the smart
phone.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed system.
The proposed system consists of three main components:
Ardunio UNO, HC-05 Bluetooth module and Smart phone
with voice control application. As shown in the block
diagram, the Bluetooth module is interfaced to the Arduino
board to provide control commends as input. The electrical
appliances to be operated or controlled by the elder people
are connected to the output ports of the Adriano board.

Key Words: Ardunio, Bluetooth, Elder Care, Voice Control
App, Smart Phone.

1. INTRODUCTION
Elder care is showing special care to senior citizens
regarding their daily needs. Due to aging their physical
health begins to fail and they found it difficult to maintain
their day to day activities [1]. Even to switch on and off the
electrical appliances, they have to get down from their bed
or move to the switch board. In case of emergency, it is
difficult for them to shout loud for any assistance. In such
instants, this type of voice based system will help them a lot.
The issue of population aging seems more and more serious.
Health care and safety monitoring for the elderly is
becoming an urgent issue to be solved. The concept of home
automation is gaining popularity and it helps the elder
people who living alone [2,3]. With the help of this type of
system, it is possible for them to control the basic electrical
appliances like lights, fans and alarm without the help of
others. Considering these aspect, a prototype model was
developed in this work.

Fig -1: Block diagram of the system
The functional details of the component used are given
below.
Bluetooth HC-05: Bluetooth technology is used to have
communication between the smart phone and the Arduino
board. For this purpose Bluetooth module HC – 05 is used in
this work. This module can be interfaced using UART
protocol with a wide range of programmable baud rates. This
module can be configured as either master or slave. Figure 2
shows the HC – 05 Bluetooth Module used in this work. In
this module, pins are available for VCC (5V), GND, TX and RX.

Many home automation systems for elder caring using
different technologies like Bluetooth Controlled, Internet
Controlled, RF Controlled and Remote Controlled (IR
Remote) are available [4,5]. Each type has its own
advantages and disadvantages. In this work, a Voice
Activated system is developed such that the elders can
control the electrical appliances by their voice without any
difficulty.
Fig -2: Bluetooth Hc-05 module
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Smart phone with BT Voice Control application: This app
is developed by SimpleLabsIN for voice based Arduino
projects. This Android App will use the phone’s voice
recognition feature and will convert the voice commands to
text and transfer the string via Bluetooth. This voice control
application has to be installed in the smart phone which is
used by the elder people. Also, the voice recognition feature
has to be enabled on the phone The home screen of the app is
shown in the figure 3.

Fig -4: Front view of prototype system

Fig -3: BT Voice Control App
Arduino Uno: Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based
on the ATmega328P. It has 14 digital input/output pins, 6
analog inputs, a 16 MHz quartz crystal, a USB connection, a
power jack. It contains everything needed to support the
microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB
cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter.
The Arduino Uno comes preprogrammed with a boot loader
that allows uploading new code to it without the use of an
external hardware programmer. Each of the 14 digital pins
on the Uno can be used as an input or output.

3. WORKING PRINCIPLE
All the connections are made as per the block diagram.
Bluetooth uses UART protocol. Therefore, RX and TX pins of
the Arduino board are used for receiving and transmitting
purpose. In this work Software Serial library is used to
define Pin 2 as RX and Pin 3 TX. Next, the paring between the
Phone’s Bluetooth to the HC – 05 Bluetooth Module is done.
Choose the option “Connect Robot” and select the appropriate
Bluetooth Device to connect the smart phone with the
Bluetooth module.
After making the necessary connections, switch on the power
supply and smart phone. Now the system is ready to work.
Now, the elders have to just press the microphone icon on the
app and start giving voice commands to switch “ON” or “OFF”
the appliances they need to control. The prototype of
working model is shown in the figure 4 and figure 5.
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Fig -5: Top view of prototype system
For example, if the elders say “turn on light”, the app will
recognize the command and transfers it to the Bluetooth
Module. Then the light (LED) connected to the output of the
Arduino is switched ON. The programs are so written in the
Arduino, such that it will enable the pin in which the light
(LED) is connected. Also, the command gets displayed on the
screen for their reference.

4. SOFTWARE DESIGN
For controlling each appliance, some predefined strings are
used in the program. When the string “turn on light” is
detected by the app, it will send the string as “*turn on
light#”. That is, the information received by the bluetooth
module is in the format of “*Message#”. To indicate the
beginning and end of the message, the srings ‘*’ and ‘#’ are
used. The received message is compared with the predefined
strings. If the message matches with any of them, then
corresponding output pin of Arduino board is activated or
enabled to switch ON or switch OFF the desired appliance.
To control three home appliance, the following three
commands are used in this system : “turn on buzzer”, “turn
off buzzer”, “turn on light”, “turn off light”, “turn on fan”,
“turn off fan”, “turn on all” and “turn off all”.
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5. CONCLUSION
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In this work a voice based elder care system is designed and
a prototype model is developed. The working of proto type
model is found satisfactory. If required depending on the
demands or needs of the elder, additional appliances can be
interfaced to the existing system without much difficulty.
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